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DRESS CODE AND OTHER
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
* SWLC does not allow any clothing, including jackets with any kind of negative statements.

Please help
us maintain a positive environment for all children here at SWLC. We do not allow any Skulls or anything
that has to do with violence. No sayings or pictures related to death or violence is acceptable. This
includes all clothing items, backpacks, lunch boxes, blankets, tattoos, etc. If you allow your child to put
tattoos on themselves, please make sure they are appropriate for school. If they come to school with skulls
or cross bones of any kind on their skin, we will either remove it or cover it for the day.
Please write your child’s name on all belongings including all jackets brought to school.
* Belts - We understand that sometimes pants are just too big, and a belt is needed, but if at all possible
please do not send your child to school with a belt. Especially if they are potty training, because sometimes
they wait too long, can’t undo the belt, and then have an accident. Thank you for your help with this!

* Two complete changes of clothes are needed to be kept at school and needs to be replaced if brought
home soiled.

* All children must wear tennis shoes and socks at all times to school.
* Halloween - We do celebrate Halloween, therefore children are not allowed to wear clothing/ jackets,
or bring backpacks, and lunch bags with witches, ghosts, and skeletons on them. Pumpkins are ok as long
as they are not scary looking.
* Lunch is to be brought from home. We offer a hot lunch program that needs to be ordered and paid in
advance. If you need to order emergency lunch you must call by 8:00 A.M. No soda drinks or candy are
allowed. Lunch begins at 11:30 a.m.

* Parents must sign child in and out every day in the books on the counter.

This must be done by first and
last name, time in and out. No one will be allowed to pick your child up from school if they are not on the
emergency card and at least 18 years of age. Please have them bring a photo I.D. If you are receiving
assistance from the state, you are required to sign those attendance sheets also on a daily basis.
If you have any questions please call the office or see the Director.
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